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MECT Acquires 67 Acres
for Conservation

M

ECT is pleased to announce that we
recently completed the purchase of 23
parcels containing 67 acres of woodland in
Essex. The conservation of this property
brings MECT ever closer to the goal of protecting
all of the land in Wilderness Conservation Area that
encompasses nearly 2,000 acres in the heart of the
Manchester and Essex woods.
“This project has been decades in the making,” said
Mike Dyer, President of MECT. “This land has long
been identified as vitally important to MECT’s mission,
and our founders worked diligently for over a generation
to ensure its permanent protection,” continued Dyer.
“This is truly a moment to be celebrated.”
The 23 parcels acquired are scattered throughout
the Wilderness Conservation Area. Many parcels are
located deep in the woods and provide significant
conservation value by protecting water quality and

Ancient Markers
and Town Lines
by Francie Caudill
The coastal communities of
Manchester and Essex share
surprisingly complex borders
with several other towns: Beverly,
Wenham, Hamilton and Gloucester. MIKE MCDONAGH
On current maps the borders appear to be straight lines,
and the present town lines are the legal boundaries.
However, the ancient town lines were much different,
and were straightened and made less conforming to the
contours of the land over the centuries.
Many of the original colonial property deeds were
recorded in the early 18th century, and the presumed
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ensuring contiguous wildlife habitat. Other parcels are
directly along traveled roads and serve to protect the
scenic nature of these byways. Together, they enhance
the ecological benefits associated with the larger
Wilderness Conservation Area, of which they are part,
while protecting the rural character and natural beauty
of our community.
1906 granite marker identifying
the Manchester-Essex town line.

ancient town lines probably followed
those boundaries. To complicate
matters, the Hamilton and Essex
areas were then actually part of
Ipswich. Many assessor records of
these property lines are not complete
nor are they correctly located. Fred Wales, a longtime volunteer and present board member of MECT,
has been working with the Manchester Historical
Museum and the Registry of Deeds in Salem to find
more ancient line layout information. Together, they
have been able to go back to 1794 for the actual diaries
Ancient Markers, continues on page 2

Photo Contest Winner

E

ach of the past two years, MECT
sponsored a photo contest for all
Cape Ann residents taking pictures
of conservation land in Manchester
or Essex. There were four categories of photos
judged in the competition: the four seasons;
animal kingdom; plants and fungi; and
landscape. Each category was awarded one
winner and one honorable mention. In addition,
one outstanding photo is judged ‘Best in Show’.
In 2017, the MECT photo contest
enjoyed an impressive number of stunning
submissions from local artists celebrating the natural beauty of our communities.
Anita Brewer-Siljeholm was awarded ‘Best in Show’ for her photograph entitled
Turkey-tails Along the Path taken on Powder House Hill in Manchester.

2017 MECT Photo
Contest Best In Show.

To see a full list of photo contest winners, visit www.mect.org.
Ancient Markers,
continued from page 1

of the surveyors laying out
the town lines in the eastern
sections of Manchester. They
are searching for those of the
western areas and hope to go
back even further to get more
information.
Why is this important for our
Conservation Trust? Neither
town seems to really know who
MICHELLE VAILLANCOURT
owns what parcels in some
areas deep in the woods, especially along the Essex
and Gloucester lines. We need the ancient data to be
able to more easily find the original owners of parcels,
especially when the present owners are unknown. Fred
has been continuing the long-time work of former
MECT director Helen Bethell to work out these
puzzles. Fred, along with Amy Blondin, our talented
GIS and land records manager on MECT’s staff, have
spent countless hours combing through the woods
looking for specific rocks and other markers that are
mentioned in the old deeds. They use field-surveying
methods to verify the locations of property lines. When
the boundaries of the parcels are found, they can add
this information to maps that we can use to determine
ownership. It is the mission of our organization to
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Fred Wales, Peter Knowlton
and Amy Blondin prepare
for field work in the
Western Manchester woods.

“preserve beauty, wildlife and
resources” and to that end, we
constantly seek to acquire land
parcels which complete sections
of wilderness that are (or should
be) protected for water resources
and wildlife habitat. In this
labor-intensive way, MECT can put unidentified land
into permanent conservation.
Additional very useful information has come from
personal sources with deeds and surveys that were never
recorded officially. Sometimes long-time residents may
remember critical information that is in their heads
or in their attics; we hope that people who have such
important information will bring it to MECT to help
us in our work.
On April 15, as part of the spring hike series, Fred
Wales will lead a hike that will be part demonstration
of old markers, and part mystery tour. See ‘Mark your
Calendar’ on page 5 for details. You can join this walk
to help discover some missing information in the woods
of northwestern Manchester!

Nature Provides Essential Cost-free
Services
by Helen Bethell
The 1950s brought a major change to the local
environment. Construction of Route 128 tore
through local woodlands and wetlands, altering
topography and stream flows from Beverly to
Gloucester. Many hoped the area north of the
highway would attract office parks and wellpaying jobs. Others hoped to save the woodlands,
declaring that their natural beauty, wildlife, and
resources were an integral part of community
character.
When Manchester’s Town Meeting agreed that
conservation was a good idea, but couldn’t find
funds to support it, conservationists rallied likeminded residents and created a privately funded
towns. Much of this land
Map depicting the watershed
land trust to spur action. Through a cooperative
is wooded. However, the
boundaries and stream flow
effort with both Manchester and Essex,
watersheds also include major
directions from northwest
Manchester
woods
to
most — but not all — of the woodlands north of
sources of pollutants — roads
Manchester town wells at
the highway, as well as other sensitive areas, have
(Route 128, local roads) and
Gravelly and Round ponds.
been preserved.
parking lots (Gordon College,
What MECT’s founders instinctively recognized
Manchester-Essex Regional High School).
is now well documented. Woodlands and wetlands
When rain falls on buildings, roads, and parking
benefit communities in countless ways. Psychologists
lots, the water cannot soak into the ground as it should.
and health experts point to the calming effect of
Stormwater drains through gutters, storm sewers, and
peaceful vistas, refreshing air, and opportunities for
other engineered collection systems, and is discharged
outdoor exercise and nature study. Naturalists marvel
into nearby bodies of water. Stormwater runoff carries
at the diversity of rare plants and small animals. For
trash, bacteria, heavy metals, and other pollutants, such
those focusing on pocketbook issues, woodlands and
as road salt, from the urban landscape. Water treatment
wetlands offer a cost-effective, resilient approach to
plants can remove most pollutants. However, each
protecting drinking water quality and managing wetpollutant is an added expense.
weather impacts on developed areas.
Green infrastructure, in contrast, provides natural
The water management services provided by natural
processes through vegetation and soils that remove
areas have come to be called “green infrastructure”
contaminants. Can you imagine how overburdened
(as differentiated from conventional piped drainage
town budgets would be if local drinking water supplies
and water treatment systems, which are known as
were not filtered by extensive woodlands and wetlands?
“gray infrastructure.”)
Helping with Flood Control

Purifying Our Drinking Water
Manchester and Essex depend on water sourced
locally through rainfall that drains to water supply
ponds and/or wells. The watersheds for these supplies
have been identified; they cover large parts of both

MAP: AMY BLONDIN

Conservation —
A Boon to Town Budgets

Green infrastructure can also mitigate flood risk
by slowing and reducing stormwater discharges. Gray
infrastructure quickly drains stormwater to rivers and
streams, increasing peak flows and flood risk. Higher

Conservation — A Boon to Town Budgets, continues on page 4
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MECT Comings and Goings …

MIKE DYER

JEAN SPENSER

2018 brings with it several changes at MECT. We
welcome a new trustee and say a fond farewell to two
others. We celebrate the retirement of a long-standing
staff member. And, we are expanding our outreach
efforts with the help of two talented volunteers.
Fred Wales of Manchester has been elected to our
Board of Trustees. Although Fred is the newest member
of our Board, he is by no
means new to MECT. Fred
has been a dedicated volunteer
for 10 years. His background
in civil engineering and his
experience as a navigator in
the navy have provided him
with skills that have proved
transferable to on-the-ground surveying using GPS and
in helping to develop MECT’s GIS land database from
the information collected, all of which are critical to
our land protection efforts. We are thrilled to have Fred
expand his role with MECT!
Two members of the MECT Board of Trustees
have moved on to other efforts and adventures.
Bill Vachon resigned as a
Board member after 18 years of
leadership in the organization.
Bill was President of MECT
from 2004 to 2007, headed up
our major “Save Our Woods”
fundraising campaign, and
has been Chair of the Land
Stewardship Committee ever since. We are fortunate
that Bill will continue with MECT as a member of
the Land Stewardship and Land Acquisition and
Protection Committees.

“Save Our Woods” must remain a top priority!

Kurt Wilhelm has also
resigned from the Board of
Trustees. Kurt has been on the
board since 2009. His interest
in genealogy, Essex history and
experience in deed research
have been valuable to MECT’s
land protection efforts over the
past 9 years. Thankfully, Kurt will not be going far,
and we will all continue to benefit from his expertise
and ongoing work in the Town of Essex.
Helen Bethell has been an
integral member of MECT
for decades. Helen began
her career with MECT
by continuing the work of
MECT founder Frances
Burnett, researching land in
the Manchester-Essex woods.
Helen became the first Executive Director of the
organization in 1999, and later assumed the role of
Director of Land Protection. Helen will continue her
land conservation efforts as a member of Manchester’s
Open Space and Recreation Committee.
MECT is in the process of expanding and improving
our outreach efforts thanks to the expertise of two
volunteers. Alison Anholt-White has been instrumental
in designing new outreach materials, both in print and
electronically using the new MECT logo. Volunteer
Sandy Rodgers is expanding the content and reach of
our presence on social media.
MIKE DYER

flows resulting from heavy rains can cause erosion and
flooding in urban streams, damaging habitat, property,
and other infrastructure.
Trees and shrubs absorb rainwater. Cedar Swamp,
Maple Swamp, and many smaller wetlands act as
reservoirs, holding back heavy rains and preventing fast
runoff. These wetlands release water slowly, so that it

stays within brook channels. What would be the cost of
flood control without these natural defenses?
This question has special relevance in a time of
climate change. Coastal resilience mitigation studies
have identified expected impacts of higher ocean levels
and more severe storms. Any further loss of woodlands
would definitely enlarge these threats.

ALISON ANHOLT-WHITE

Conservation — A Boon to Town Budgets, continued from page 3

MECT is blessed with many dedicated and talented
volunteers, who are the backbone of the organization
and whose dedication has enabled us to permanently
protect and steward the land that we hold in our
communities. A heartfelt thank you to all!
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We are excited to share the new
MECT logo created by Steve
Dariotis of Dariotis Design.
Surely you noticed that the
newsletter has an updated design
starting with the masthead and
carried throughout. Keep an eye out for other outreach
materials — both in print and online — sporting the
new logo. We hope you like our updated organizational
image as much as we do!

Fall Trail Work Crew

BILL VACHON

Crews Tackle Trail Work
in the WCA

M

ECT coordinates workdays each spring
and fall to maintain our network of trails.
We are fortunate to have volunteers willing
to perform the challenging and often
cumbersome work necessary to keep our trails open and
safe. Last fall, work crews cleared roughly forty downed
trees that had fallen across trails, a record that was mostly
due to an early fall storm which battered the area.
In addition, a group of volunteers from the Gordon
College Outdoor Club spent an early December
day clearing tree branches and shrubs encroaching
on the boardwalk entrance into the Wilderness
Conservation Area.
A hearty thank you to the fall work crews!
The winter Nor’easters were severe this year and
MECT is again holding two trail maintenance
workdays this spring to make sure that the trails are
clear for the warmer months ahead. See ‘Mark Your
Calendar’ at right for details. We hope to see you there!
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Mark Your Calendar!

Spring 2018 Hikes, Walks & Workdays
April 7, 8:30 am–12:00 noon — Trail Maintenance Workday led by
Mike McDonagh. Meet at the Wilderness Conservation Area main
kiosk and parking lot off upper School Street. Rain date: April 8,
1:00-4:30 pm.
April 8, 1:00-4:00 pm — Long Loop Hike, led by Mike McDonagh
and Jeff Cochand. Explore the forested trails of western
Manchester and into the Gordon Woods. This hike is for hardy
hikers and will cover ~ 6 miles over terrain of moderate difficulty,
maintaining a brisk pace. Wear waterproof hiking shoes, bring
water and a snack. Meet and park along Pipeline Road/Upper Pine
Street, just north of Route 128, Exit 16.
April 14, 8:30 am–12:00 noon — Trail Maintenance Workday led by
Mike McDonagh. Meet at the upper Pine Street trail-head access
point off Exit 16. Rain date: April 15, 1:00-4:30 pm.
April 15, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Ancient Markers and Town Lines”, led
by Fred Wales. You can help Fred search the deep woods for old
markers that reveal boundaries which have existed since colonial
times. Moderate difficulty; may involve some “bush-whacking”!
Wear waterproof hiking shoes. Meet and park along Pipeline
Road/Upper Pine Street, just north of Route 128, Exit 16.
April 22, 1:00-4:00 pm — Earth Day Loop Hike, led by Mike
McDonagh and Jeff Cochand. This long hike will cover ~ 6 miles
of moderate to difficult terrain in
the Agassiz Rock Reservation and
the Wilderness Conservation Area
of Essex and Manchester. The pace
will be brisk and is recommended
for hardy hikers only. Wear hiking
shoes, bring water and a snack.
Meet and park at the WCA
Gateway, Upper School Street,
Manchester.
April 29, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Early
Signs of Spring” led by MECT
President Mike Dyer. Find signs
of spring and hike the Essex
woodlands including the WarrenWeld reserve, Bear’s Den, etc.
Meet at the Warren-Weld trailhead, Apple Street, Essex.
May 6, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Apps for Maps”, led by Jeff Cochand.
Bring your smart phone and share your knowledge as well as
explore applications for finding your way, following or creating
trail maps, measuring distance and precise locations. This will
be an interactive exercise. Meet and park at the WCA Gateway,
Upper School Street, Manchester.
May 13, 7:00-9:00/10:00 am.— Mother’s Day early birding with
ornithologist Jim Berry and other birders. Find nesting birds and
migrant visitors by sight and by songs. Binoculars essential. Stay
as long as you like, as we wander the trails of the Wilderness
Conservation Area. Meet and park at the WCA Gateway, Upper
School Street, Manchester.
May 20, 3:00-5:00 pm — “Rockin’ the Rocky Hill Road”, led by
Steve Lantner. Join Steve on a hike exploring the trails around
Rocky Hill Road in Essex, circumnavigating the Luisa V. Conrad
Preserve and Candlewood Hill. Moderately difficult terrain. Meet
at the eastern Rocky Hill Road gate off Andrews Street, Essex,
where there is limited parking. Also some parking a short distance
farther at the Homestead Trailhead.
May 27, 3:00-5:00 pm — Spring wildflower walk, led by wetland
scientist John Dick, along the trails of the Wilderness Conservation
Area. Meet at the WCA Gateway, Upper School Street,
Manchester. Rain date: June 3, 3:00-5:00 pm.
DAVID YOUNG

Notice Anything Different?

Registering at www.mect.org/events helps us plan for events,
but is not required.
For cancellations due to weather, check www.mect.org
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Trustees

We Celebrate MECT
Founder Al Creighton’s
100th Birthday!

Spring is Membership Renewal Time!
Each spring we ask our members to renew their
membership in MECT. Membership dues enable us
to steward the property that we hold in Manchester
and Essex, and to continue our efforts to acquire
additional land to complete the conservation of the
Wilderness Conservation Area and beyond. As your
local land trust, MECT is dedicated to protecting
and preserving the most important natural resources
of our communities. Your support is critical to
ensuring our enduring ability to do so.
DILYN ENGLEHARDT
To contribute, use the envelope included in this
newsletter or go to www.mect.org/join. Please consider using the monthly
giving option to increase your membership level. Thank you!

